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Notes 3: Suggested projects

The class project can be one of your own choice, or perhaps one of the suggestions below.
It’s always good to write code that can be used by others (perhaps forever!). Ideally we will
be able to add your work to the list of freely available software here: http://stanford.

edu/group/SOL/software.html/.

At some point the projects may seem open-ended. Don’t worry excessively. Grades will
be awarded based on best effort within a reasonable time. Perhaps you will be motivated
to continue adding features during the summer (except ICME’s Indira urges you to finish
by the end of spring!).

1 MINRES with local reorthogonalization

This is intended for users of GMRES on symmetric systems for which the preconditioner
is so good that not many iterations are expected. Like LSMR, it will still be efficient on
problems of arbitrary size if the input parameter localSize is no bigger than 10 or 20 (say).

GMRES is intended for square unsymmetric systems, but it is often used on symmetric
saddle-point systems because it stores all Arnoldi vectors and will generally take fewer
iterations than MINRES. With local reorthogonalization we can make MINRES as effective
as GMRES while retaining symmetry. It feels “better”.

A preliminary version of MINRES with local reorthogonalization has been implemented
in http://stanford.edu/group/SOL/software/minres/minresReorthog.zip by ICME
student Danielle Maddix. This could be used as a starting point. The project is to make
sure that the code works with a positive-definite preconditioner M.

2 USYMQR

Saunders, Simon, and Yip [17] proposed two methods for solving square systems Ax = b
based on orthogonal tridiagonalization of A. Twenty years later, Reichel and Ye [15] dis-
cussed the same tridiagonalization for rectangular systems. We have a Fortran 90 implemen-
tation of USYMLQ for compatible systems Ax = b. It is of interest to implement USYMQR
for both Ax = b and min ‖Ax− b‖2, and to test it on realistic examples.

3 PDCO search directions

PDCO has many methods for computing search directions (∆x,∆y,∆z). See pdcoSet.m

in pdco5.zip (http://stanford.edu/group/SOL/software/pdco/). There is room for
additional methods. For example, Method = 23 (SYMMLQ on Ch 9 system (20)) has not
been implemented. If an iterative method for symmetric indefinite systems is to be used, it
may be preferable to work with a system analogous to K2.5r on p67.

4 Implementing LUSOL in Julia

As mentioned in class and notes07, LUSOL is the “engine” for several established solvers:
MINOS, SQOPT, SNOPT, lp solve, MILES, PATH, PATHNLP [11, 12, 13, 4, 5, 6, 9, 16, 2,
3, 14]. We have f77 and f90 versions of LUSOL (both about 6500 lines of code). A possible
project is to translate one of these into Julia.
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5 A stable primal-dual method for linear optimization

Reference [8] describes an intriguing approach to solving vanilla linear optimization problems

min cTx st Ax = b, x ≥ 0, (1)

based on finding a well-conditioned basis such that A =
(
B E

)
, where B is block-diagonal

or triangular, so that linear systems involving B or BT can be solved efficiently. (Evidently
most of the LPnetlib problems contain such a B.) The associated reduced-gradient (null-
space) operator

N =

(
−B−1E

I

)
allows the primal solution to be treated as x = x̂ + Nv ≥ 0, where Ax̂ = b. Assuming
we have such an x̂, the optimal primal-dual variables (x, y, z), which satisfy x ≥ 0 and
z = c−ATy ≥ 0, solve problem (1) iff they satisfy the bilinear optimality equation

Fµ(v, y) ≡ ZXe− µe = 0 (2)

with µ = 0, where X ≡ diag(x̂+Nv) and Z = diag(z). The strategy is to apply Newton’s
method for nonlinear equations to (2) with µ decreasing toward 0. The Jacobian of Fµ is

J ≡ ∇Fµ(v, y) =
(
ZN −XAT

)
, (3)

and preconditioned LSQR is applied to the Newton equation

J

(
∆v
∆y

)
= −Fµ(v, y). (4)

A key feature is that J does not necessarily become ill-conditioned as µ approaches 0.
Numerical results in [8] show that Newton’s method can compute (x, y, z) to full precision.

Given such excellent performance, a worthwhile project will be to derive and implement
an analogous method for LO problems with general bounds ` ≤ x ≤ u.

6 BPprimal with general bounds

BPprimal.m is a Matlab code that solves the regularized BPDN problem

minimize
x, y

‖x‖1 + 1
2δ‖x‖

2
2 + 1

2λ‖y‖
2
2

subject to Ax+ λy = b.

The active-set method for BPprimal.m is the reduced-gradient method with basic variables
y throughout (B = λI). The superbasic variables are nonzero elements of x associated with
their support S from A. The project task is to include general bounds:

minimize
x, y

‖x‖1 + 1
2δ‖x‖

2
2 + 1

2λ‖y‖
2
2

subject to Ax+ λy = b, ` ≤ x ≤ u.

Download http://stanford.edu/group/SOL/software/asp/matlab/asp-v1.0.zip to ob-
tain the Matlab package ASP. BPprimal.m uses several auxiliary functions from another
solver BPdual.m within ASP. Some initial documentation is in asp/doc/bpprimal.pdf.
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7 Complex-step estimates of gradients

Let F (x) be a smooth real scalar function of the real scalar x with gradient g(x) and Hessian
H(x), and let h be a small real step. Taylor series expansions give

F (x+ h) = F (x) + hg(x) +
h2

2!
H(x) +O(h3),

F (x− h) = F (x)− hg(x) +
h2

2!
H(x) +O(h3).

Thus, g(x) can be estimated by forward differences or central differences as

gf (x) = (F (x+ h)− F (x))/h+O(h),

gc(x) = (F (x+ h)− F (x− h))/2h+O(h2),

where h ≈ ε1/2 and ε1/3 respectively give best accuracy on a machine with floating-point
precision ε (according to [7], under certain assumptions). In double-precision arithmetic,
this means h ≈ 10−8 and 10−5. The error in the gradient approximations is then O(10−8)
and O(10−10).

If F (z) is an analytic function of complex z and h is a tiny step off the real axis, the
Taylor series is

F (x+ ih) = F (x) + ihg(x)− h2

2!
H(x)− ih3

3!
F ′′′(x) +O(h4),

and the complex-step estimate of the gradient at real x is

gcs(x) = imag(F (x+ ih))/h+O(h2),

where ε ≤ h ≤ ε1/2 gives best accuracy, as described by Moler [10]. Thus in double precision
with h = ε1/2 ≈ 10−8 or smaller down to ε, the error in the gradient approximation should
be O(ε) ≈ 10−16 (full precision).

The project can involve a particular function F (x)1 that arises in optimal design of
computer experiments [1]. We have a Fortran 90 implementation of the function and have
been optimizing it using MINOS in quadruple precision, with gradients estimated by forward
and central differencing. For difficult cases, O(ε1/2) accuracy in the gradients is not enough
(where quad ε ≈ 10−34!). The function involves the error function erf(x). The complex-
step method therefore needs the complex error function erf(x+ih), which Fortran doesn’t
have! Luckily h is very small. We can construct a series that converges rapidly.

Note

Projects 6 and 7 have been implemented by Varun Vasudevan (2019) and by Bazyli Klock-
iewicz and Nimit Sohoni (2018).

1The IMSPE function (Integrated Mean-Square Prediction Error).
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